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Sales Insight for an Emerging Region

“Why the Finger Lakes?” 
This is a common question.  Why did Louis Barruol choose the Finger Lakes?  

• Cool Climate - why make Syrah, Grenache and other warm climate grapes in another location? The 
Finger Lakes are on the edge of where we can grow grapes in North America.  The thought is that 
the great regions of the world always grow grapes that nearly should not be there. 

• Louis is a huge fan of the of bone-dry Riesling and exceptional Burgundy

• Relationship - he naturally formed a partnership with Rick whom he had successfully worked with 
importing St. Cosme Wines.  Rick came to the Finger Lakes 20 years ago to make wine.

• Geology - The FLX is a fantastic geological location.  It presents a unique situation to plant 
vineyards along side very deep lakes (Seneca is 650ft. deep) with interesting soils (exposed shale, 
gravelly-loam and clay with limestone).

• Complete freedom - no existing rules or “styles” that had to be adhered to.

“Riesling is a tough category: my customers who buy Riesling want 
sweet and fruity while my customers who would like a dry style are 
turned off by the market’s current offerings.” 
Absolutely agree.  The Riesling market in the U.S. is going through a huge transformation from semi-
sweet to semi-dry and the future is dry.  The past was confusing but the future is bright.

• Try leaving varietal out of the conversation

“Do your customers like wines with peach, apricot, stone fruit?”

“Do your customers like refreshing, higher acid, minerally wines that go with all 
kinds of foods…that are flexible at the table?”

“Do your customers like lower alcohol wines with round texture and density?”

“How about wines that have these characteristics but are hand-made in small 
quantities with minimal intervention that don’t cost a lot?”
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What other American white wine offers this level of finesse and balance, typically associated with Europe?   
DRY RIESLING from the Finger Lakes is worth considering
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“Okay but how do I sell these wines?” 
The truth is these wines are not for everyone.  If a customer does not have the ability to talk to and 
educate their customer, then it may not be a great fit.  That’s OK.  Remember, this is a small region 
without HUGE production.  But a few helpful hints:

• These are bone dry…less than 3 grams of residual sugar (.3% rs).  Many riesling that claim to be 
dry are 8-9 grams of sugar (.8% to .9% rs).  Try using “bone-dry” to convey the style.

• These are fruity yet crystalline on the nose…peach, apricot, fennel combined with chalk and citrus.  
On the palate they are very refreshing and pure.

• The texture is round and the length is persistent in a white Burgundy kind of way.

• Do you sell: Northern Italian wine, Austrian wine, Loire wines?  If you do, then these are 
comparable options.

• Forge Cellars has scored consistently from their first vintage in 2011 between 89 and 92 points in 
the Wine Spectator for their Rieslings.  

• The Story is interesting - French winemaker leaving Gigondas to make wine in the Finger Lakes of 
New York…going to an emerging region to follow a passion.

• If you live east of the Mississippi, these are regional wines.

“Is there a future for this category…is it getting press?” 
• The Wine Spectator covers the Finger Lakes with regularity.  

• The Wine Enthusiast just named the Finger Lakes the “Wine Region of the Year”

• In the last 4 years we have had 3 international winemakers start projects in the region.  Who are 
they?  Barruol, Hobbs & Selback

• Robert Parker now covers the Finger Lakes

This is a legitimate emerging region and one that has great long-term 
promise as part of the International wine scene.
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